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Vincent Willem van Gogh (March 30, to July 29, ) was a post-impressionist painter whose
work, notable for its beauty, emotion and color, highly influenced 20th-century art. He
struggled with mental illness, and remained poor and virtually unknown throughout his
life.Vincent van Gogh (–) is one of the most famous artists in the history of Western art. Read
Van Gogh's biography, discover the stories about his life and.Vincent Willem van Gogh was a
Dutch Post-Impressionist painter who is among the most famous and influential figures in the
history of Emerging artist - Artistic breakthrough - Style and works - Major series.Vincent
van Gogh. Vincent van Gogh, in full Vincent Willem van Gogh, (born March 30, , Zundert,
Netherlands—died July 29, , Auvers-sur-Oise, near Paris, France), Dutch painter, generally
considered the greatest after Rembrandt van Rijn, and one of the greatest of the
Post-Impressionists.Read a biography of Dutch post-Impressionist artist Vincent van Gogh.
Get quick facts, a timeline, information about his family and artists who influenced
him.Vincent Van Gogh was born on 30 March in Zundert in the southern Netherlands, the son
of a pastor. In , he took his first job, working in the Hague branch of an international art
dealing firm. He began to write to his younger brother Theo, a correspondence which
continued for the rest of Van Gogh's life.11 Sep - 13 min - Uploaded by NowYouKnowAbout
He's so famous - for his 'Sunflowers', for his 'Starry Night' and for cutting off his ear.
But.Although brief, Vincent van Gogh's life as an artist was a rich and prolific one. Learn
about van Gogh's life -- and his paintings -- in this article.His canvases with densely laden,
visible brushstrokes rendered in a bright, opulent palette emphasize Van Gogh's personal
expression brought to life in paint.Vincent van Gogh's childhood, career, relationships, mature
period, later life, biographical photos, and legacy.The biography below is by no means a
complete and comprehensive exploration of the life of Vincent van Gogh. Instead, it's merely
an.The Vincent van Gogh Biography--A chronology detailing the life of Vincent van
Gogh.Today, 29 July marks the th anniversary of the death of Vincent Willem van Gogh, the
legendary Dutch post-impressionist painter.A key figure in the world of Post-impressionism
Vincent Van Gogh also helped lay the foundations of modern art. A troubled man, he
experienced many.Vincent Van Gogh Biography. Vincent Van Gogh – Vincent Van Gogh was
an artist of exceptional talent. Influenced by impressionist painters of the.Vincent van Gogh
was only an artist for the last decade of his life (he died in ). Before painting pictures that
would adorn the walls of the.Vincent Willem van Gogh was born on March 30, , in Zundert,
Netherlands. Jump to: Overview (4) Mini Bio (1) Trivia (11) Personal Quotes (9).
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